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ABSTRACT
Volleyball is widely popular as a way to share a sense of unity and
achievement with others. However, errors detract beginners from
enjoying the game. To overcome this issue, we developed a system
that supports the beginners’ skill to predict the ball landing position
by indicating the predicted ball landing position on the floor as a
visual feedback. In volleyball, it is necessary to pay attention to the
ball that has been launched in air, and visual feedback on the floor
surface must be perceived through peripheral vision. The effect of
such visual feedback in supporting beginners’ prediction skill was
not clear. Therefore, we evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed
system via a simulated serve-reception experiment. As a result,
we confirmed that the proposed system improved the prediction
skill in terms of the prediction speed and accuracy in the left-right
direction, and that beginners felt an improvement in the prediction
accuracy and ease of ball manipulation, thereby increasing the
enjoyment. These results also indicate that it is possible to utilize
peripheral vision supports in other disciplines in which there is
a distance between the object of attention and the sports field on
which visual feedback can be presented.

Volleyball:
Center of
the field of view
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Predicted
ball landing position
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Figure 1: Sequence of the visual feedback in 0.333 s. In volleyball, it is necessary to perceive the visual feedback on the
floor surface by peripheral vision because the player needs
to observe the movement of the ball in the center of the field
of view.

CCS CONCEPTS
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• Human-centered computing → Mixed / augmented reality.

Volleyball is a ball game conceived by William G. Morgan in 1895.
It is less violent than basketball, which was devised at the same
time, and does not necessitate physical contact; therefore, it is a
recreational sport that people of various ages can enjoy [6, 22].
Volleyball is widely popular, as it engenders a sense of unity and
achievement among participating players [3].
Beginners at volleyball commit more mistakes than experienced
players, which leads to a decrease in enjoyment. As a result, beginners stop playing volleyball [30]. In addition, the frequent interruptions by a large number of mistakes result in a reduction
in the enjoyment of every participating player. For volleyball to
be enjoyed as a recreation by even more people, it is necessary
to have a novel recreational volleyball environment that supports
beginners and helps reduce their mistakes.
One of the reasons why beginners at volleyball make mistakes
is because their skill to predict the ball landing position is lower
than that of an experienced player [31, 32]. An experienced player
can quickly predict the ball landing position with high accuracy
and move to receive the ball in a position suitable to manipulate
the ball. Meanwhile, beginners often take time to predict the ball
landing position, and receive the ball in positions that are not
appropriate because of the low accuracy of the prediction. As a
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result, beginners make more mistakes. Therefore, in this study, we
develop a novel recreational volleyball environment that supports
beginners’ prediction skill in terms of the prediction speed and
accuracy, and improves enjoyment.
To support the beginners and improve the sports experience, a
number of studies have presented visual feedback to sports players through projections onto sports fields (e.g., table tennis tables,
climbing walls, and futsal courts) [12, 16, 23]. Since they do not
require the players to wear extra devices, it can be applied even
in sports that involve intense movements without hindering the
movement of the players. Following this trend, we have been developing the system that provides visual feedback through projection
onto the floor while playing volleyball [24]. However, in contrast
to the sports that were considered in previous studies, volleyball is
a sport that involves hitting the ball, which is the focus of players’
attention, into the air. Therefore, there is a large distance between
the ball and the floor of the volleyball court, which is the sports
field (Figure 1). When observing the movement of the ball in the
center of the field of view, it is necessary to perceive the visual
feedback on the floor surface through peripheral vision. To the best
of our knowledge, it is not known whether such visual feedback is
effective while playing volleyball.
In this study, we develop a system that provides visual feedback
to support beginners at volleyball in predicting the ball landing
position through projection on the floor surface. We conduct an
experiment that imitates serve-reception for beginners to verify
the effectiveness of such visual feedback. The contributions of this
study are as follows. We confirmed that

novel recreational volleyball environment that supports the beginners and improves the sports experience.

2.2

Visual feedback and sports

Previous studies have shown that visual information is dominant
when processing spatial information [27]. In addition, it is known
that giving continuous visual feedback supports the skill and experience with regard to motor learning [27, 34]. Utilizing this knowledge, many studies have presented real-time visual feedback to
players in order to support the skills and experience of players
during sports.
Since projections onto sports fields do not require players to
wear extra devices, this approach has been widely used to present
visual feedback to players during sports. For example, Kajastila et
al. proposed a system that projects visual feedback onto climbing
walls to assist climbers [16]. Ishii et al. developed a system that
projects visual feedback onto table tennis tables to improve the
experience [12]. Sano et al. proposed a futsal system that indicates
the positions of opponents by projecting a visual feedback onto the
futsal court [23]. It has been confirmed that these systems support
the skill and experience of sports players by projecting information
onto the sports field.
In volleyball, it is necessary to pay attention to the ball that
has been launched in the air. When supporting the prediction skill
by projecting information onto the floor surface, it is necessary
to perceive the visual feedback on the floor surface by peripheral
vision. It is not known whether such visual feedback through peripheral vision is effective for players during a ball game. There
are many other sports, such as badminton and basketball, where
there is a distance between the object of attention and the surface
that can present visual feedback. Clarifying the effectiveness of
this visual feedback will enable the application of this technique in
other sports.
Another approach for presenting visual feedback to support the
prediction skill is using a head-mounted display (HMD). Itoh et al.
developed a system that predicts the trajectory of a ball and presents
it to the user through an optical see-through head-mounted display (OHMD) [13]. They showed that this improves accuracy of
predicting the ball landing position. Pan et al. used a video seethrough HMD to develop a system that enables the user to catch
balls thrown in real space using a VR space by providing the 3D
predicted trajectory or predicted ball landing position [20]. However, it is dangerous to wear an HMD during sports that involve
intense movement or contact. In addition, wearing an HMD narrows the field of view and leads to an increased risk of injury [35].
Viewing through HMD also results in underestimating the distance
toward the object [15]. Owing to the above reasons, an HMD is not
appropriate to provide visual feedback during sports. Therefore,
in this study, we present visual feedback by projection onto the
volleyball court.

(1) the peripheral visual feedback improves beginners’ prediction speed and accuracy in the left-right direction.
(2) the system increases beginners’ enjoyment because they feel
the improvement of prediction accuracy and ease of ball
manipulation.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Volleyball
Clarifying the difference between skilled volleyball players’ and beginners’ play is the basis for appropriate volleyball instruction and
training, which helps to close the gap between them. It was found
that skilled players manipulated the ball in more suitable positions
than unskilled players, and that their ball skill was high [32]. One
of the reasons for such difference is that skilled players can acquire
more information relating to the future movement of the ball from
visual information, compared to beginners, and can predict the future ball landing position faster and more accurately [2, 21, 31, 33].
Therefore, we assumed that if the beginners’ prediction skill is
supported, beginners will be able to predict faster and move to a
position more suitable for ball manipulation, and the difficulty of
ball manipulation will be reduced for beginners.
Many systems have been proposed to improve the efficiency
of training and guidance in volleyball. For example, Cronin et al.
confirmed that training effectiveness is improved by providing a
feedback video of the motion to the player [5]. Sato et al. developed
a large-scale block machine for volleyball attack training [25]. In
contrast to previous studies, this study focuses on developing a

2.3

Peripheral vision and visual feedback

Although there is no clear boundary between peripheral vision and
central vision, in past studies, central vision often refers to a foveal
field angle of less than 2◦ [28]. It is known that in the human eyeball,
the proportion of cone cells increases in the vicinity of the fovea,
2
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Motion capture
cameras
Projectors
(Optitrack Prime 41) (CHRISTIE Mirage S+14K-M)

and the proportion of rod cells increases with distance from the
fovea [19]. Owing to the difference in characteristics of both cells,
peripheral vision is highly sensitive to motion, but has a relatively
low accuracy of color and shape recognition [26]. In addition, it is
known that the spectral sensitivity of peripheral vision is maximum
when light has a blue-green color [1].
There have been many studies in which visual feedback has
been designed and presented by taking into account such peripheral vision characteristics. For example, Jones et al. showed that
presenting visual feedback by projection on the outside of a display leads to induction of apparent motion and enlargement of the
field of view, which improves the experience of a game [14]. Xiao
et al. arranged LEDs around the lens of an HMD and proposed a
system that presents low-resolution visual feedback to peripheral
vision [35]. This made it possible to widen the field of view when
wearing the HMD to the same extent as the normal field of view.
In addition, Gruenefeld et al. built a system similar to that of Xiao
et al., and confirmed that the position estimation error for objects
outside the visual field is the smallest when using blue LEDs [10].
Based on these findings, this study also takes into account the perception characteristics of human peripheral vision for designing
and presenting visual feedback.

Control workstation
(Intel Core i7-4930K,NVIDIA GTX 780)
Obtaining the 3D position of the ball (120 fps)
Volleyball

Master computer
(Intel Xeon E5-1620, NVIDIA Quadro K5000)
Calculating the future ball landing position
Two slave coumputers
(Intel Xeon Silver 4110, NVIDIA Quadro P6000)
Generating the visual feedback

Figure 2: System configuration of LargeSpace.

landing position is calculated using the obtained 3D position of
the ball. The calculation result is sent via the Ethernet interface
to two slave computers for generating the visual feedback. The
slave computers and the projector are connected through DVI, and
the image is projected onto the floor. The latency of this series of
processing is approximately 83 ms.

3 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
3.1 System configuration

3.2

We developed a system that indicates the predicted ball landing
position on the floor using a projector to support the beginners’
prediction skill while playing volleyball. To provide real-time visual
feedback on the floor surface during a volleyball game, we need
a large space that meets the following two requirements: the realtime motion tracking and ability to project real-time visual feedback
onto the floor. Several systems that meet our requirements have
been proposed (e.g., Deep Space 8K [9], House of Mamba [8], and
LargeSpace [29]). We used LargeSpace and developed the proposed
system based on it. Of course, it is possible to develop a similar
system in other facilities that we mentioned above.
The dimensions of LargeSpace are as follows: length of 15 m,
width of 25 m, and height of 7.7 m. The size of a volleyball court is
9 m × 18 m, and including the free zone, a minimum of 12 m × 21 m
is necessary [7]. The space that can be secured within LargeSpace
meets this requirement. There are 22 motion capture cameras and
12 projectors mounted on the ceiling of LargeSpace. The motion
capture cameras make it possible to track players, balls etc. in
LargeSpace by using retroreflective markers on them. Moreover, it
is possible to present real-time visual feedback on the floor surface.
The floor is made of polypropylene (a high impact copolymer),
which is suitable for sports such as volleyball.
Figure 2 shows the system configuration of LargeSpace. The
images obtained from the motion capture cameras are sent to a
control workstation via an Ethernet interface. The OptiTrack software platform Motive is installed on the control workstation to
synchronize the transmitted images and convert them into a 3D
position. As a result, it is possible to acquire the 3D position of the
ball at 120 fps. The 3D position of the ball acquired by the control
workstation is streamed to the master computer for calculation
via the Ethernet interface. On the master computer, the future ball

Calculation of the future ball landing
position

The proposed system calculates the future ball landing position
using the current ball 3D position, which is acquired by attaching
retroreflective markers on the volleyball. The algorithm is the same
as that of Pan et al. [20]. In this study, we use a nonlinear equation
of motion that considers air resistance as the trajectory model
of the ball, and using an unscented Kalman filter, the ball speed
and position coordinates from which the noise was removed are
acquired in 3D. To obtain the future landing position, the model is
updated sequentially based on the obtained velocity and position
of the ball until it reaches the floor surface.
This system can predict the ball landing position with an error
of about 0.3 m on average and about 1.5 s before the ball reaches
the floor (see Appendix A for a detailed result of the prediction
accuracy of the proposed system).

3.3

Design of the visual feedback

Based on the studies of Itoh et al. [13] and Pan et al. [20], we
provide the future trajectory of the ball as the visual feedback.
Figure 1 shows an example of the visual feedback that is actually
presented. The current ball position and the future ball landing
position are projected on the floor as circles with a diameter of 1 m.
In addition, the trajectory from the current position of the ball to
the predicted ball landing position is connected by a line with of
width of 0.5 m. Since the current position of the ball is updated in
real-time, the visual feedback appears to move toward the future
landing position. We use this kind of motion in the design because
peripheral vision is sensitive to movement. We use blue color for
the visual feedback, since previous studies have indicated that blue
is easy to recognized via peripheral vision and the error of position
estimation is the smallest [1, 10].
3
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Figure 3: Diagram of the experimental environment. Note
that the four circles were not actually shown in the experiment. The image on the top right corner indicates a
slingshot-like serving machine.

Answer the questionnaire

Figure 4: Diagram of the experimental procedure.
and R target positions and the ball landing positions were (M = 1.10,
SD = 0.606) and (M = 1.32, SD = 0.475) [m], respectively. We
confirmed that this serving machine can serve the volleyball with
approximately 1 m error. The initial serving angle of the volleyball
against the floor targeting Front L and R, and Back L and R were
(M = 39.6, SD = 1.37) and (M = 42.2, SD = 1.10) [deg], respectively.
The initial velocity of the served volleyball to Front L and R, and
Back L and R were (M = 5.01, SD = 0.229) and (M = 5.70, SD =
0.451) [m/s], respectively. The time taken for the ball to hit the floor
at Front L and R, and Back L and R were (M = 1.74, SD = 0.0809)
and (M = 1.86, SD = 0.0844) [s], respectively.

4 EXPERIMENT
4.1 Purpose
We confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed system for a single
beginner by performing an experiment simulating serve-reception,
which is a typical play in volleyball. From the movement of the
beginner at the time of serve-reception, we evaluated how the
prediction speed and accuracy changes between the cases with and
without visual feedback. Furthermore, we also evaluated whether
beginners perceived an improvement in the prediction speed and
accuracy with the proposed system, and whether the proposed
system increases enjoyment.

4.2

Catching with condition 1
Training: 8 times of catching
Measuring: 20 times of catching

4.3

Procedure

Figure 4 shows an outline of the experimental procedure. In this
experiment, the participants are required to catch the served ball.
Since we wanted the participants to not become distracted by the
ball manipulation and to concentrate on predicting the ball landing
position, which is the focus of this study, we selected ball catching
as the task. The participants were instructed to catch the served ball
in front of their chest as much as possible. In addition, they were
also instructed to move as quickly as possible to the position where
they could catch the ball. To prevent the change of participant’s
movement before and after they realize target ball landing positions,
we informed participants that the ball is randomly served to four
targets, beforehand.
The participants experienced the following two conditions.
Condition 1 With visual feedback (the future trajectory of the
ball was indicated)
Condition 2 No visual feedback
We chose a within-subjects design for our experiment. After the
participants performed simple stretching, they caught the ball 20
times in total (five times in each position) as a practice, switching
between conditions 1 and 2 alternately. After a break, the balls were
served 28 times (seven times in each position) under condition 1 or
condition 2. In order to eliminate the effects of participants’ fatigue
and learning, the sequence of conditions 1 and 2 was counterbalanced between participants.
Out of the serves, eight serves (two times to each position) were
made to accommodate the participants to a change of conditions,
and only a total of 20 serves from the 9th to the 28th serve were

Experimental environment

Figure 3 shows the experimental environment. The end lines (x
axis), side lines (y axis), and center lines were rendered by the projectors. The height direction is defined as the z axis. A participant
was positioned at the center of the left side court. To simulate the
underhand serve, which is the basic service in recreational volleyball, we constructed and set up a slingshot-like serving machine
on the outside of the right-side court. We placed a board (vertical
1.8 m, horizontal 1.8 m) in the center of the right-side court to
prevent the participants from estimating the ball landing position
from the direction of the serving machine. We started to record the
ball movement and count the time from the moment when the ball
went 0.5 m ahead of the end line.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed system in terms of
the participant’s front-back and left-right movement, the volleyball
was randomly served by the serving machine to the four targets
(indicated by dotted lines in Figure 3). Each of the four circles was 3
m from the center of the court (i.e., location of the participant) and
located on a point on a straight line from the center to the corner
of the court. To serve the volleyball to four targets, we marked four
release points on the serving machine before the experiment.
We served the volleyball ten times to the four target positions
with the serving machine to measure the basic statistics of the
served volleyball. The errors between the Front L and R, and Back L
4
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Table 1: List of questions and answers. Q1–Q3 are 6-point
scale questions, and Q4 is an open ended question.

Volleyball

Q1
A1
Volleyball

Q2

Marker
(Participant)

A2
Q3
A3
Q4

(a) Front-back direction (θ f b ).

5.1.2 Prediction accuracy. We hypothesized that
H2. The beginners’ prediction accuracy would improve by
indicating the future trajectory on the floor surface.
We analyzed the prediction accuracy in terms of how well they are
able to move to a position more suitable for ball catch, immediately
before catching. The time immediately before ball catch was defined
as the moment when the height of the ball fell below the height of
the participant’s head (measured by a marker attached to the head).
Calculations were made as follows with respect to how well suited
the body position was for the ball catch immediately before the ball
catch. We modeled this as shown in Figure 5.

(b) Left-right direction (θ l r ).

Figure 5: Parameters for evaluating the prediction accuracy
in the front-back and left-right directions.
measured. The participants were not informed when the switch
was made between the practice and measurement phases. After
that, the participants took a break and then caught 28 balls by following the same procedure under new condition. After catching the
ball under both conditions, the participants were asked to answer
a questionnaire. The total time required for the experiment was
approximately one hour. In order to measure the movement of the
participants, they worn a hat with a retroreflective marker.
Ten healthy Asian volleyball beginners who have never belonged
to a volleyball club (22.9 ± 3.96 years old, seven men and three
women) participated in the experiment.
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This index was also analyzed separately in the front-back direction
and the left-right direction in the same way as the prediction speed.
−−−→ and v−−→, and m
−−−→ and v−−→
Here, θ f b is the angle between m
fb
fb
fb
fb
are the vectors from the position of the ball to the chest of the
participant in the y-z plane, and the velocity vector of the ball,
respectively. With reference to the AIST human body dimensions
database [17], which contains measurements of the human body
size of the Japanese, the chest position was defined as 0.5 m from the
height of the marker attached to the hat. θl r is the angle between
−−→ and v−→. m
−−→ and v−→ are the vectors from the ball in the x-y
m
lr
lr
lr
lr
plane to the position of the participant, and the velocity vector of
the ball, respectively.
If a smaller angle is shown between the two, the participants
receive the ball in a suitable position for the ball catch. For example,
θ f b approaching 0 indicates that the participant was able to move
to the position where the ball comes to the chest just before the ball
catch, as instructed. θl r approaching 0 indicates that the participant
was able to move to the position where the ball is directly in front
of the body just before the ball catch.

EVALUATION METHOD

The effectiveness of the proposed system was evaluated objectively
and subjectively using the following three indices: prediction speed,
prediction accuracy, and enjoyment.

5.1

When you received the future trajectory from the system, how did
you feel about the change in your reaction speed to the volleyball?
became very slow. 1 2 3 4 5 6 became very fast.
When you received the future trajectory from the system, how did
you feel about the change in your landing position prediction
accuracy?
became very inaccurate. 1 2 3 4 5 6 became very accurate.
Which condition did you feel was more enjoyable, condition 1
(with the visual feedback) or 2 (no visual feedback)?
No visual feedback. 1 2 3 4 5 6 with the visual feedback.
Please write down the reason for your response to Q3.

Objective indices

5.1.1 Prediction speed. We hypothesized that
H1. The beginners’ prediction speed would improve by indicating the future trajectory on the floor surface.
The participants predict the ball landing position and move to the
position to catch the ball. Therefore, the duration of time from
the moment when the ball was ejected to the moment when the
participant starts to move (because of the tracking error, we used
the moment he/she moved 0.15 m from the initial position) was
defined as the prediction speed. Furthermore, in the visual feedback design, we predicted that the influence differs between the
front-back direction and the left-right direction. For example, in
order for the player to understand the future landing position from
the system, accurate perception of the end point of visual feedback
in the left-right direction is not necessary. However, accurate perception of the end point of the visual feedback is necessary in the
front-back direction. Therefore, we analyzed the front-back and
left-right directions separately. We set t f b and tl r as the speed of
starting movement in the front-back direction and the left-right
direction, respectively.

5.2

Subjective indices

From the responses to the questionnaires, we analyzed whether the
beginners felt an improvement in the prediction speed and accuracy
by indicating the future trajectory on the floor. In addition to the
subjective aspect of the prediction skill, we analyzed whether this
5
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*
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*
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(a) Prediction speeds in the front-back (t f b ) and left-right (tl r )
directions.

Condition 1
Condition 2
Front

Target position

Back

Figure 7: Results of Q1–Q3 (∗ : p < .05). Black dots indicate
the score given by each participant. Cross marks indicate the
median of each question.

40
20
Front

Target position

Back

6.1.1 Prediction speed. Figure 6a shows the mean of t f b and tl r
for each participant and the within-subject 95 percent confidence
interval modified by the Cousineau–Morey correction [4, 18]. Regarding t f b , an ANOVA revealed that the main effect of the target
ball landing position was significant (p < 0.01, F (1, 9) = 14.01), and
no interaction was observed. Regarding tl r , the main effect was
significant for the state of the system (p < 0.05, F (1, 9) = 5.34), and
no interaction was observed.

(b) Prediction accuracy in the front-back (θ f b ) and left-right (θ l r )
directions.

Figure 6: Results of objective indices. Orange and blue dots
indicate the mean result of condition 1 (with visual feedback) and condition 2 (without visual feedback), respectively. The error bar is 0.95 within-subject confidence intervals by the Cousineau–Morey correction [4, 18].

6.1.2 Prediction accuracy. Figure 6b shows the means of θ f b and
θl r for each participant and the within-subject 95 percent confidence interval modified by the Cousineau–Morey correction [4, 18].
An ANOVA showed there was no significant difference in the main
effect and interaction regarding θ f b . With respect to θl r , the main
effect was significant for the state of the system (p < 0.05, F (1, 9) =
7.38) and the target ball landing position (p < 0.05, F (1, 9) = 8.08).
No interaction was observed.

system increases the enjoyment, since beginner’s feeling the ease of
catching led to increasing their self-efficacy [11]. We hypothesized
that
H3. The beginner’s enjoyment is increased if they can feel
some improvement in the prediction skill by indicating the
future trajectory on the floor surface.
The questions asked in the questionnaire are shown in Table 1.
Questions Q1–Q3 were evaluated on a scale of 6 (1: worst, 6: best).
Q4 was a free response field in which the respondent gave the
reason for the answer to Q3.

6

6.2

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

First, we made sure that this ball catch task was easy enough
by checking the ball catch success rate. The mean and standard
deviation of the catch success rate with condition 1 and 2 were
(M = 0.904, SD = 0.105) and (M = 0.89, SD = 0.0888), respectively.
Both of the mean success rates were approximately 90 percent.
Therefore, the tasks were easy and the participants were not distracted by the ball manipulation in both conditions.

6.1

Subjective indices

Figure 7 shows the result of each response. The black dots represent
the answers of each participant and the cross is the median. Because
the result was not normally distributed, we used a one-sample
Wilcoxon signed rank sum test. According to the result of the
statistical test, the median of the answer scores of Q2 (Z = 2.51, p <
0.05) and Q3 (Z = 2.11, p < 0.05) were significantly higher than
the median of the scale (3.5).

7 DISCUSSION
7.1 Prediction Skill
The participant’s prediction speed was significantly shorter in the
left-right direction for the "with system" condition. Meanwhile,
no significant difference was observed in the front-back direction.
From this, it can be seen that H1 is partly supported. The indication
of the future trajectory on the floor surface improved the prediction
speed in the left-right direction and did not have any contribution in
the front-back direction. On the other hand, there was no significant
difference as to whether the participants felt an improvement in the
prediction speed (Q1). Although the speed of the starting movement
in the left-right direction was found to be objectively significant,
the improvement in the prediction speed by the proposed system
was about 0.01 s, which is a small difference in terms of human

Objective indices

To check the significance of the objective indices, a two-factor
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was carried out with the state of
the system (condition 1/condition 2) and the target ball landing
position (in front (i.e., Front L and R) or back of the participant (i.e.,
Back L and R)) as factors. As we mentioned in the section 5.1, we
assumed that the effect of the system would be different depending
on the ball landing position between front or behind the participant,
that is the reason why we also considered the target ball landing
position as the factor in the significance test.
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perception. This is the reason why it did not lead to any perceivable
improvement in the prediction speed.
With regard to the prediction accuracy, H2 was also partly supported; it was confirmed that the proposed system significantly
aided the beginners to move to a suitable position in the left-right
direction, and not in the front-back direction. The participants also
felt that the prediction accuracy was improved (Q2) by the proposed
system.
The proposed system could not provide support in the front-back
direction because it was necessary to recognize the end point of the
visual feedback to judge whether the ball landing position was in
the front or back, as described in the evaluation method. Meanwhile,
with regard to the left-right direction of the ball landing position,
it is easy to predict the destination if the participant recognizes the
visual feedback as a line, even in part. This is also the reason why
the objective indices of the proposed system did not change with
the target ball landing position (in front/back of the participant).
Therefore, when providing visual feedback to the peripheral vision
during sports, it is important that the entire shape and positional
information of the visual feedback can be known from a part of the
feedback.
We plan to modify the shape of the visual feedback to give a
clue of the end point to the participants so that they can predict the
front-back ball landing position even if they see only the part of
the visual feedback. For example, we consider changing the visual
feedback such that the center of the base of an isosceles triangle is
the current position and its base length indicates the distance from
the current ball position to the predicted ball landing position, and
the vertex is the predicted ball landing position. Because the ball is
approaching the predicted ball landing position, the base will be
shorter, and therefore, it is possible to estimate the front-back ball
landing position from only a part of the visual feedback. Figure 8
shows a concept image of the revised visual feedback.

7.2

Volleyball

Predicted ball
landing position

Current ball position

Figure 8: Conceptual image of revised visual feedback. The
center of the base of an isosceles triangle is the current position, and its base length indicates the distance from the
current ball position to the predicted ball landing position.
The the vertex is the predicted ball landing position.

7.3

Limitations

Because we assumed that in recreational volleyball, the players’
motivation is to connect the ball, we simulated the underhand serve,
and used the catching task in the experiment. Regarding the serve
style, we did not consider serves that are aimed at causing the
receiver to miss, such as spin-serve and high-speed serve in this
experiment. In future work, we can extend the proposed system by
modifying the equation to include the spin of the ball.
Regarding the catching task, the focus of this study was on
the effect of the proposed system on the prediction skill. As we
mentioned in the related work section, the improvement of the
prediction skill by the proposed system leads to an improvement in
the actual receiving skill [31, 32]. We plan to evaluate the receiving
skill improvement in a similar manner as that in Vickers et al.’s
study [32], which measured the closeness of the landing position
of the received ball to the setter.
Another limitation is that we confirmed the effectiveness of
the proposed system for a single beginner, but actual volleyball is
played as a team. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the effect
of the proposed method in situations where multiple people are
participating. Similarly, there are other reception situations such
as attack and block in addition to a serve in recreational volleyball.
In future work, it is necessary to confirm whether the proposed
system is effective in such reception situations.
Finally, we verified the effectiveness of this peripheral visual
feedback by assuming that beginners perceive it through peripheral vision. Because the duration, when the served volleyball hit
the floor, was approximately 1.8 [s], it was considered reasonable
that beginners are not able to take their eyes off the ball. However,
there will be individual differences in how much the beginners perceive the visual feedback through the peripheral vision. For future
work, we plan to evaluate this quantitatively and to investigate
the relationships between the effectiveness of the system and the
difference of perception by using the eye-tracking system.

Enjoyment

With regard to enjoyment, it was clear that the enjoyment was significantly improved by the proposed system (Q3). From the results
of Q2 and Q3, it can be seen that H3 was supported. Even though
this ball catch task is relatively easy, four of the eight participants
who answered that the catching under the condition with visual
feedback was more enjoyable (score of 4 or more for Q3) also gave
ease of catching as the reason (Q4). As we mentioned in the hypothesis, beginner’s feeling the ease of catching led to increasing
the enjoyment.
On the other hand, participants who commented that no visual
feedback was more enjoyable (score of 3 or less for Q3) felt that
the visual feedback dominated their decision-making. For them,
the decline in autonomy hindered the improvement in enjoyment
because it was necessary to move according to the indicated visual
feedback [30]. In this experiment, there was only one person on the
court, but in an actual volleyball environment there are six players
present on the court at the same time, and case-by-case judgment
as to who will receive the ball is necessary. It is also necessary to
call out as needed, and it can be expected that there will be greater
autonomy in comparison to this experimental environment.
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CONCLUSION
ex [m]
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In this study, we aimed to build a novel recreational volleyball
environment that supports the beginners’ skill to predict the ball
landing position and improves enjoyment. We developed a system
to indicate the future trajectory of a volleyball by projecting onto
the volleyball court. In volleyball, it is necessary to pay attention to
the ball that is in air. When supporting the skill to predict the ball
landing position by projection onto the floor surface, it is necessary
for the beginner to perceive the visual feedback through peripheral
vision. It was not clear whether such visual feedback supports the
beginners’ prediction skill in terms of the prediction speed and
accuracy. Therefore, we conducted an experiment with participants
who were beginners at volleyball by simulating serve-reception.
The experimental results confirmed that the proposed system
improves the prediction skill in terms of the prediction speed and
accuracy in the left-right direction, and that beginners feel an improvement in the prediction accuracy and ease of ball manipulation,
thus increasing the enjoyment. It is also possible to utilize peripheral vision support in other disciplines in which there is a distance
between the object of attention and the sports field on which visual
feedback can be presented (e.g., badminton and basketball). Because
the cost of introducing similar facilities that we used will decrease,
we believe that a lot of beginners can enjoy volleyball through this
system.
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Figure 9: Mean absolute errors between the actual ball landing position and the ball landing position predicted by the
system. The absolute error in the direction parallel to the
end line is e x , and the absolute error in the direction parallel to the side line is ey . The mean absolute error of the
serves to Front R and the serves to Back R are shown by orange and blue lines, respectively. The light orange and blue
shades indicate the standard deviation.
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0.4

PREDICTION ACCURACY OF THE
PROPOSED SYSTEM

We measured the prediction accuracy of the proposed system with
regard to the ball landing position. As shown in Figure 3, we installed a serving machine on the outside of the right-side court,
and we served the ball ten times to both the Front R and Back R
positions. The mean absolute error between the actual ball landing
position and the predicted ball landing position was calculated.
Figure 9 shows the results. The absolute error in the direction
parallel to the end line is e x , and the absolute error in the direction
parallel to the side line is ey . The mean absolute error of the serves
to Front R and the serves to Back R are shown by orange and blue
lines, respectively. The light orange and blue shades indicate the
standard deviation of each.
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